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WELCOME
HOME

FIRST CLASS REISEMOBILE.
MADE IN GERMANY.

Dear friends! let yourself be inspired by elegant designs,
sophisticated technology features and first-class equipment options!
Send your holiday dreams to travel and discover the world of First Class Motorhomes.

W H AT IS AT TH E C O RE
OF MO R ELO?
MORELO stands for first-class motorhomes that are among the best in the world. A MORELO is always a
statement of wanderlust, excellent comfort and superior quality. A MORELO means the feeling of being at home
anywhere in the world. Or, in short, a MORELO is something truly special – Made in Germany.
This philosophy has transformed us into one of the most successful luxury motorhome manufacturers in Europe
in just a few years. The friendly atmosphere, lively individuality, our determination and, of course, our many years
of experience strengthen the brand. And, while we may not have entirely expected this unbelievable success over
such a short period back in 2010 when we headed out for the Caravan Salon trade fair with just a few prototypes,
we did always had faith in our approach.
All of this together is what makes MORELO truly special. But do you know what else makes us unique? We did
not start building our own motorhomes to get rich. We started doing this because there is nothing else we would
rather do. Because there is nothing better than packing your belongings and getting away for a few days—or, even
better, a few weeks—to travel through Scandinavia, discover southern Italy or drive to Portugal.
This love for motorhomes is within us and in every MORELO.
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This is who we are.
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MORELO brand experience world:
That's what our customers should
feel as often as possible.
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MORELO

This overall picture describes
what makes us unique.
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We strive to ensure that everything
we do meets this overall picture.
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MORELO Product Experience:
This is what our customers
should find in all their facets.
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T H REE MEN,
ON E PAS S ION .
We have a very simple philosophy: Anything we do, we do out of conviction. This is why Jochen
Reimann founded the company, why Reinhard Löhner works day in and day out refining the
vehicles, and why Robert Crispens provides his support in turning our ideas into reality. He has
been present since the company's very first steps and provides our glimpse into an even more
successful future.

Jochen Reimann, Managing Director

Robert Crispens, Authorised Officer

Reinhard Löhner, Managing Director

The people behind the brand.
An excellent motorhome cannot be created
without an excellent team. From decal
specialists to joiners, from construction
engineers to mechatronics and design
engineers, we are incredibly proud of our
team of professionals and of each individual
MORELO that rolls out of our plant.
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MORELO

OUR FIRS T- C L ASS
EM P LOYEES

MORELO PALACE

PALACE

N E XT LEVEL
T R AVEL COMF O RT
How do you make First Class even better? By taking the best and making it even better.
The new MORELO PALACE fascinates with a particularly striking, modern and dynamic
design. The clean lines give your travels an elegant touch. Thanks to the extra wide
WideAxle (optional), you have a whole new driving experience. And so you travel in even
more comfort to the most beautiful places in the world.

M O R E LO PA LACE . PA LACE LINER

At MORELO, not only the appearance counts, but also the

Elegant, unmistakable design

inner values. That's why you find real EMPIRE genes in

High quality roof profile

our new MORELO PALACE. And in terms of safety, the new

Ergonomic rear spoiler

PALACE also shifts up a gear. After all, what could be better

Typical rear lighting

than being able to fully rely on a vehicle? Probably only the

Underride protection

PALACE

first-class "WELCOME HOME" feeling.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (excerpt)
Chassis:
IVECO Daily 70 C 21, 7.490 kg
IVECO Eurocargo 10.000 - 15.000 kg
Mercedes Benz Atego 10.500 - 15.000 kg

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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F UNCTIO NAL A N D
PER FECTLY F O RME D
The new MORELO PALACE. With the typical MORELO rear end it's a real eye-catcher.
Thanks to the new, ergonomic rear spoiler, like the MORELO EMPIRE, you also get a
more efficient driving experience with reduced dirt circulation. You are looking good
even after your trip.

EXTERIOR
 Extra wide entrance door
Code lock and remote control
 Retractable, wide entry steps
 Striking front design
 Heated windscreen
 Flush cockpit side windows
Awning integrated in the roof profile
 Panoramic outside mirrors

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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F I RS T CLASS
VI E WS
Enjoy the view. Thanks to the narrow A-columns and the new panoramic windscreen.
Arriving at the destination, the intelligent darkening system on the front and side windows
ensures privacy. You may lean back undisturbed.

COCKPIT
 Empire Premium Cockpit (optional)
Ergonomic seats
 Optimally placed control elements
Removable steering wheel (optional)
 Glove compartment and map pocket
 Cooling compartment
 Completely flat cab side windows made
of insulating glass with new divisible
blackout blind and flyscreen

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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EVERYTHIN G
H AS ITS PLAC E
Inside as well as outside. The MORELO PALACE is characterized by functionality. Extra
deep wall units and drawers underneath the seats leave nothing to be desired in terms
of storage space. The clear lines, atmospheric lighting and a new color concept create a
homely yet elegant ambience. No matter where you are right now.

LIVING ROOM
 Spacious entrance area
Light-flooded living space
Widest living space of its classes
Elegant, clear lines
 Cleverly placed sockets
 Voluminous storage spaces
 Drawers underneath the seats
 Unique look
 Convincing haptics

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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M ORE R O O M
F OR LIFE
Absolutely unique. In this vehicle class is the huge living space. You can unwind
completely. The extra wide entrance door of the MORELO PALACE offers an even more
comfortable entry. Take the first step in a first-class living experience.

LIVING ROOM
Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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F OR EACH
TASTE
Feast for the eyes. But you will not get enough of it at the MORELO PALACE. In the
practical pull-out cabinet you have all the ingredients always at hand. And the generous
worktop offers enough space for all cooking utensils. Everyone simply becomes a
First Class star chef.

KITCHEN

M O R E LO PA LACE . PA LACE LINER

Clever design
Practical pull-out cabinet
190 l fridge with freezer
Three-burner luxury hob
Drawers with soft-close
Single lever mixing valve in chrome
Pull-out rubbish bins
Back-lit window trim

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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F EELING G O O D
AR O U ND THE C LO C K
Fresh during the day and relaxed at night. That is everything that the bathroom in
the PALACE offers. But that is also what counts. This is everything you need to feel
comfortable in your bathroom and energise for a day full of new experiences.

M O R E LO PA LACE . PA LACE LINER

What could you improve about the perfect bathroom?

Shower cubicle made of real glass

Nothing really. But you can build it in different variants so

Back-lit mirrors

that people are guaranteed to find the one that fits them

Separate toilet room (optional)

personally. Regardless of which bathroom variant you choose,

Hand towel dryer and heater

BATHROOM

every one has plenty of room to move.

Extendable towel rails
Wardrobe with LED lighting
Single lever mixing valve in chrome with pullout
Spacious drawers
Wall cladding in noble stone look

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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T R AVEL TO TH E
PA L ACE O F D RE AMS
Paradise for sleeping in. The cozy ambience of the bedroom in the MORELO PALACE
invites you to dream. Maybe even from your next destination? And the multi-zone cold foam
mattresses or the EvoPore mattresses with water gel top layer (optional) ensure a restful
sleep in seventh heaven.

SLEEP
Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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COMFO R TA B L E SL EE P
I N ANY PO S I TI O N
Some people need Arabian Nights to fall asleep. On the other hand, in a MORELO
PALACE, with its fantastically comfortable beds, it is almost impossible not to fall into a
pleasant sleep. Queen bed, front-to-back, rear transverse bed or French bed, you have the
choice of how you want to spend the night. First-class sleeping comfort—classic MORELO
as you expect.

SLEEP
Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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T R U LY EVERY TH I N G
CA N CO ME A LO N G
The MORELO PALACE leaves nothing to be desired. Especially when it comes to stowage
space. After all, you would not want to leave any of your most treasured belongings behind.
A compact car for on-site mobility is just as important as souvenirs for your home during
the trip back. And then you still need to fit this...and that and this...and you can squeeze a
few more items too. Nice that there is the MORELO PALACE.

GARAGE

M O R E LO PA LACE . PA LACE LINER

Car garage with cable winch
For car or two-wheel depending on the layout
 Rigging systems
 Excellent accessibility
 Additional stowage space in the false floor

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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PALACE

MORELO EMPIRE

EMPIRE

H OM E IS
H OM E
Exclusivity, style, comfort. All this and more awaits you in a luxury motorhome like the
MORELO EMPIRE. But let's not be modest. One of our best first-class offers more than just
comfort and convenience. The MORELO EMPIRE provides something even more valuable:
The feeling of being at home.

M O R E LO E MPIR E . EMPIR E LINER

Actually, we are not friends of superlatives. Nevertheless,
we have built one: The MORELO EMPIRE. A top-of-the-range
motorhome that offers its passengers every imaginable
comfort and looks breathtakingly beautiful. Incidentally,
this is also the opinion of the » German Design Council «,
which is why the MORELO EMPIRE has been awarded the

EMPIRE

German Design Award 2018. And we are a bit proud of that.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (excerpt)
Chassis: Iveco Daily
Engine | Power: 3.0 L | 205 metric HP
Gross weight: 7,490 kg
Chassis: Mercedes Benz Atego
Engine | Power: 7.7 L | 238 / 299 metric HP
Gross weight: 12,000 − 15,000 kg

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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PER FECT D E SI G N
I N CLU DING O N TH E G O
The opportunity to make a first impression never comes again. The MORELO EMPIRE needs no
second chances; it draws you in at first glance. It features a sporty front-end, elegant exterior
design, refined contours and smooth side walls from front to back. Wanderlust in its most beautiful
form. And the aspects you cannot see can be felt all the more: The extremely thick 52 mm walls
that provide outstanding room climate at any outside temperature.

EMPIRE

M O R E LO E MPIR E . EMPIR E LINER

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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THE CONTROL CENTRE FOR
LI MITLES S WAN D E RLU ST
Climb aboard and immediately feel at home. Everything is right where you expect.
Perfect functionality with the comforts of living that go above and beyond make the cockpit
of the MORELO EMPIRE a true wonder. The raised seating position provides an overview
and panoramic view of the road and the landscape. Simply start it up and the journey
becomes your destination.

COCKPIT
Ergonomic driver position
Swivel seats
Removable leather steering wheel (IVECO)
Nine-inch adjustable navigation system
Dashboard with leather design

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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M OBILE BU T
ALWAYS AT H O ME
Why skip out on something that is an intrinsic part of your life?
Such as refined convenience, exclusive ambiance in your living room, stylish furniture,
seat cushions with unmatched comfort, top-end equipment down to the details and vivid lighting.
You do not have to leave any of this behind in your MORELO EMPIRE. Quite the contrary.

LIVING ROOM
Exclusive lighting elements
Unique lighting concept
Modern design
High-quality equipment
Hot water to heat the floor
Level living room floor

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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M UCH M O RE TH A N
JUST FO U R WA L L S
Happiness means being comfortable. Like inside a MORELO EMPIRE. Ample and
comfortable seating groups, underfloor heating, air conditioning and an even floor from end
to end provide comfort down to the last detail. On the go in a MORELO EMPIRE? Bliss!

LIVING ROOM
Ergonomic seat cushions
Multifunctional table
Satellite TV system (optional)
High-quality workmanship
Wall unit fronts with depth effect
Elegant panorama roof window

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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A LI V ING R O O M W I TH A N
X XL O PTIO N
True greatness comes from within. Quite literally in the case of the MORELO EMPIRE LINER
with a slide out. At the press of a button, you can conveniently extend the side walls of the
slide-out living area to any point up to 50 centimetres, providing a very flexible option for
additional room. More room to relax. More room to live.

LIVING ROOM
Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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GOO D TAS TE KN O W S
N O BO U ND S
Gazpacho in Spain or wild salmon in Norway: The MORELO EMPIRE has an international kitchen
and it comes fully furnished to offer all the refinements for putting a region's culinary specialities
on your table. Or just simple fare from home. Good taste knows no bounds. Not in a MORELO
EMPIRE in any case.

KITCHEN

M O R E LO E MPIR E . EMPIR E LINER

 mple space available
 High-quality surfaces and materials
 Pod coffee maker
 190 litres AES refrigerator with separate
33 litres freezer compartment
Gas oven with a grill
Dishwasher (optional)

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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YOU R S PA
TO GO
Relaxed comfort in an atmosphere of quiet luxury. Whether in Lappeenranta in Finland or on the
outskirts of Estoril in Portugal, at the beach or in the mountains—the bathroom in the MORELO
EMPIRE leaves nothing to be desired with its refined natural stone look, stylish fixtures and lavish
amount of space.

BATHROOM

M O R E LO E MPIR E . EMPIR E LINER

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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B AT HROOM

SPARKLING F RESH
WA NDERLU ST
Normally we would never leave you out in the rain. But this time we are sure you will enjoy it.
Enjoy the comfort of showering at home while parked at your favourite travel destinations.

BATHROOM

Your next spa visit is only ever one door away in a MORELO EMPIRE.

Large shower cubicle with real glass
Rainfall shower head
Stylish wash basin
Spacious mirrored cupboard
Hand towel dryer and heater
Ceramic toilet with soft-close lid

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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STA RRY S KY
I N CLU DED
It feels good to be at home. EvoPore multi-zone mattresses including a comfort sprung base
and ergonomic water gel top layer let you enjoy the feeling of sleeping at home every night.
And you can look forward to the next amazing day of your trip in your MORELO EMPIRE as
you gaze through the panorama roof window at the starry sky twinkling above.

SLEEP

M O R E LO E MPIR E . EMPIR E LINER

QUEEN BED

FRONT-TO-BACK BED

The queen bed is accessible from both

The front-to-back bed maximises your avail-

sides and provides enough room for

able space and is available as a double bed or

two additional wardrobes.

two separate beds.

Convenient size: 160 x 200 cm

Premium size: Two times 106 x 200 cm

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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T H E GAR AG E W I TH TH E
M OBILITY GUARAN TE E
Room for 180 cases of mineral water. This is what the rear garage of the
MORELO EMPIRE can offer—but who needs that much water? How about some bicycles,
scooters or motorcycles instead? Or maybe something that offers a little more comfort?
Also a Smart, Fiat 500, Mini Cooper, Porsche, Mercedes AMG GT or even a Ferrari find
space in the MORELO EMPIRE.

GARAGE
Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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MORELO

S U I TA B ILITY F OR W INTER

NEW
CH A LLENG ES
The ice-cold weather caught up with us in Sweden at the Arctic Circle. But that is what we
were hoping. Because we were not content with the weather we had seen so far. Because we are
constantly looking for the best solutions. Under every condition. And they can get a little strenuous
sometimes, like at the Arctic Circle. For us. But not the MORELO.

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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S U ITABILITY F OR W INTER

WINTER STAYS OUTSIDE
In a MORELO, you control the seasons,
even when it's -36 degrees. It wouldn't
be a true MORELO if it couldn't stay in
peak form even in the Arctic Circle.

M I N US 36 D EG REE S
Anyone can use a cold chamber. We prefer real testing conditions. This is why we sent
Jochen Reimann and a film crew, and let a MORELO PALACE experience a deep freeze.
The model didn't matter because excellent design quality and heat insulation come
standard on every one of our first-class motorhomes.

MORELO

S U I TA B I L I T Y FOR W INTER

Our Arctic Circle adventure. Take a moment and
watch our videos. It's definitely worth it.

MORELO at the Arctic Circle
Scan the QR code or click the following link:
www.morelo.de/polarkreis

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

TE CH N OLOGY HIGHLIGHTS

D R I V ING WITH
CONFIDENC E
A ride as straight and stable as a train. Just with more mobility and versatility. Experience it yourself with
the MORELO EMPIRE on an IVECO Daily chassis or with the MORELO EMPIRE LINER on a Mercedes Benz
Atego chassis. Outstanding quality, superior performance and state-of-the-art chassis technology from a
load-bearing ladder frame to standard front and rear underride guards that prevent a car from going under
the vehicle in the event of an accident. Your foundation for enjoying travel over thousands of kilometres.

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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CHASSIS

STABLE LADDER FRAME

FRONT MODULE MADE OF

An excellent motorhome needs a solid base, such

GLASS-FIBRE-REINFORCED PLASTIC

as our stable, hot-dip galvanised ladder frame.

Developed in collaboration with Fahrzeugbau Meier and
already installed in over 1500 MORELO motorhomes.

Rear can be lowered by up to 330 mm

Elevated seat position

Sturdy stabilisers for a stable design

Level living room floor

High torsional strength

Perfect insulation

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

EXPERT ADVICE

A W ELLINTENTIO NED
ADVICE

Our many years of experience shows that when it
comes to buying a new motorhome, many people
tend to be frugal when it comes to technical
equipment.
The immense demand for retrofits, however,
shows the disadvantages of this tactic: Even small
bumps on the road are quickly becoming an ordeal
with leaf springs and mountain roads without a
Telma retarder often turn into a barbecue party for
the original brake system.
Many retrofits can be realized only with additional
effort and higher costs compared to the original
equipment. Enjoy the full comfort of your MORELO
right from the start, with chassis technology from
Fahrzeugbau Meier!
ZF 8-SPEED CONVERTER GEARBOX
The absolute best drive comfort The new
8-speed automatic from the gearbox specialist
ZF makes this possible.
Wear-free start-up
Switching gears is barely noticeable

www.fahrzeugbau-meier.de

Maximum drive comfort

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

DO NOT SAVE ON THE
VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY!

COMFORT

DOUBLE REVERSING CAMERA

JACK SYSTEM

The double reversing camera (optional), with one

A jack system (optional) provides maximum

close-range camera and one long-range camera,

convenience and is especially useful for prolonged

makes manoeuvring a breeze.

periods without movement.

Near the tailgate

Effective level compensation

Perfect visibility behind the vehicle

No unpleasant wobbling

Digital rear-view mirror

Decreased stress on the tyres

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

EXPERT ADVICE

An impressive vehicle should also sound
impressive, which is why we have included
a dual compressed-air horn.

FULLY
AUTO MATED
JACK
SYS TEM

JUST LEVEL
Make your stay in your MORELO as comfortable
and easy as possible: Our leveling jack system is
adapted to your vehicle, just press a button and the
system places your vehicle horizontally on 4 jacks.
Despite their low weight, each jack can lift up to 10
tons. Of course, our premium system also works
purely hydraulically when the lifting supports
are moved in, i.e. even mud submurged jacks are
easily fully retracted.
OUR ADVICE
The E + P leveling jack system is very robust and
protected against corrosion. Arrive and extend the
jacks - just level.

ALLOY WHEELS
Consider adding light alloy rims if you want
to give your MORELO even more elegance.

Sporty look
Easy to clean

www.ep-hydraulics.nl/en

Excellent durability

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

DUAL COMPRESSED-AIR HORN

D ESIGN

PREMIUM WALL DESIGN
In a MORELO, you're surrounded
by the best motorhome possible in
motorhome construction. The interior
and exterior walls offer stability thanks
to their extremely corrosion-resistant
aluminium alloy design. The hydrophobic
XPS rigid foam provides a sensational
insulation value. With the light weight
you expect.

PREMIUM LIVING ROOM FLOOR

PREMIUM ROOF DESIGN

The high-quality PVC floor with a wood look is

We build motorhomes with care, and think about how

easy to clean and completely waterproof.

to guide water through the vehicle to ensure that side
walls are not subjected to water damage.

Fine wood look

Lightning protection thanks to an aluminium underbody

Waterproof thanks to PVC floor covering

Optimum hail protection

Easy to clean

Adhesion without any thermal bridges

TECHNOLOGY

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

PREMIUM UNDERBODY

PREMIUM LOWERED REAR END

Thanks to its stable glass-fibre-reinforced plastic

Lower is better - at least when it comes to the

underbody, there's absolutely no need to worry about rear lowering of the garage Loading and
moisture or corrosion.

unloading much easier

100% waterproof

Reliable construction

Partition panels made of ABS plastic

Lowering of up to 380 mm

Optimum insulation values thanks to XPS foam

Low loading sills

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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EX TERIOR

LUXURY FRONT END
Whether you're in shivering cold or
scorching heat. We've designed a large
radiator grille to protect the engine from
overheating and a heated panorama
windscreen that ensures clear visibility
in freezing temperatures.

BUS-STYLE EXTERIOR MIRRORS

COCKPIT SIDE WINDOWS

There's no need to worry about blind spots.

The flush side window prevents dirt and water

Extra-large exterior mirrors give you

streaks and can be set at any position.

a clear rear view.
Integrated wide-angle mirrors

Reduced wind noise

Large field of vision

No thermal bridges

Heated

Insulation double glazing

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

EXPERT ADVICE
ENGINE BONNET
Easy accessibility thanks to parallel opening
and pneumatic lifters. The large radiator grille

A SAFE
FO OTING

offers a dynamic, powerful look while providing
protection from overheating.

Are you looking for relaxed driving with
a solid feeling of additional safety?
Then pair our 8-speed HI-MATIC automatic
gearbox with our standard ESC without skipping
the comfort of full air suspension. Or the
electromagnetic Telma eddy-current retarder. This
is the leading choice for safer braking, acting right
on the drivetrain and making it possible to brake
the vehicle to a standstill. The gentle, smooth
braking provided by the Telma handles up to 90%
of all braking operations, thereby preventing the
main brake from overheating. Furthermore, wearfree braking protects the main brake, resulting in
a significant reduction in operating costs.
Your Iveco motorhome experts

ACCESSIBILITY WITH ATTENTION TO DETAIL
All the important items can be accessed quickly
thanks to smart use of space in the rear and
false floor as well as optimal access.
Optimal use of space
Unimpeded access

www.iveco.com

All important items can be accessed quickly

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

COMFORT AND SAFETY ARE INCLUDED

E X TE RIOR EMPIRE . EMPIR E LINER

REAL GLASS WINDOWS
The tinted, hinged windows feature
several opening levels and guarantee
optimal ventilation. They offer perfect
integration into the side wall, with highquality insulated glazing and a locking
mechanism with solid aluminium
latches. They are also easy to clean and
resistant to scratches.

NEW STOWAGE SPACE PANELS WITH BUS LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT DOOR DESIGN
Featuring a newly developed division of the underfloor and false floor areas. This means no unnecessary
stooping if you do not need to get to the chassis. The doors are frameless, fully insulated and free of thermal
bridges, featuring an internal electric lock and high-tech hinges developed specifically for MORELO.
Convenient accessibility, large opening angle

Special internal hinges

Stylish integration into the side wall

Special opening mechanism

Opens at the press of a button

Opening function using gas springs

HI GH L I GH TS / O P TI O NS EMPIR E . EMPIR E LINER

REAL GLASS PANELLING
The real glass panelling creates an
accented surface that incorporates the
windows seamlessly. Innovative design

TECHNOLOGY

for a first-class motorhome.

SIDE SKIRTS

ENTRY PORTAL

Perfectly integrated into the side with access to

Fold-out electric entryway stairs, with three

the chassis, fuel tanks, batteries, waste water

steps (12 t or larger). The steps are extremely

connections and technology.

stable and offer secure footing.

Covers built-in central locking system

Three steps (12 t or larger)

Large opening angle

Extra wide and extremely stable

Stylish design

Electric fold-out function

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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EX TERIOR

WINDSCREEN WIPER SYSTEM
The extra large wiper field ensures you
always have the visibility you need.
Thanks to the sprayers integrated into
the wiper mechanical system, the
premium wiper blades guarantee
excellent road visibility results.

HEATED FRONT WINDSCREEN

AWNING INCORPORATED INTO ROOF CONTOUR

The heated front windscreen made of laminated

The optional awning is seamlessly incorporated into

safety glass ensures a clear view even in winter

the roof contour and can be installed on both sides of

and under unfavourable conditions.

the vehicle as a single or even a double awning.

Virtually invisible heating wires

No wind noise

Tinted with protection from the sun

Electric extension function, rugged 220 V motor

Bus-style visibility

Awning with LED lighting

TECHNOLOGY

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

LIGHTING CONCEPT

REAR SPOILER

Our lighting concept consists of LED daytime

It reduces turbulence behind the

running lights and state-of-the-art headlamps

vehicle, which also reduces

and provides good visibility at all times.

dirt on the back end.

LED daytime running lights

Protects the roof connection

Fog lights with cornering light

Third integrated brake lamp

Elegant design

Sporty look

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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REAR GARAGE

STOWAGE SPACE
The carefully considered use of space
in the rear, the false floor and lashing
equipment allow you to take everything
important with you. And maybe a bit
more if needed.

OPTIMUM STOWAGE SPACE
You don't need to be a talented organiser in a MORELO. There is room for everything in the large rear space
and the spacious false floor, with its extensive stowage options.

Rigging rails for securing luggage

Low boot sill

Stairway drawers

Easy accessibility

Versatile sorting options

Safe-closing panels

TECHNOLOGY

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

REAR GARAGE
There is room for bicycles, scooters and cars up to 3.85 m in the spacious rear room (depending on the
model). Easy rear door opening and closing at the press of a button. Secure locking with the option of
manually opening the rear door if the power goes out.
For Smart cars, Fiat 500s and MINI Coopers

Bicycle lift available as from model 108

Strong rope winch

Lift platform with 2 x 230 V sockets

Electromechanical locking system

Four lifting belts with reliable motors

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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COCKPIT

~ 45 °

~ 2,50 m

AT A GLANCE
The cockpit offers a panoramic view of the
road and the landscape. The elevated seat
position gives you an expansive overview.
The shifting lever and control elements
are positioned ergonomically and let you
focus on driving.

PANORAMIC FIELD OF VIEW

ALL-ROUND VISIBILITY

The slim design of the high-strength A-pillar

The optimised seat position in the MORELO allows

provides you with an optimum view of the road.

you to see more of the road and to get to your
destination safely.

Large panorama windscreen

A total of six exterior mirrors

Optimum field of view

Significantly shortened sight lines

High-quality bus-style windscreen wipers

Better ability to check blind spots"

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

EXPERT ADVICE

DO METIC
FRES HJET
3 20 0

On vacation, temperature and humidity
have a decisive influence on your well-being.
With our Dometic Freshjet 3200 you can keep a
cool head on the road or heat up your
motorhome neatly on cold days. Even with
unstable power supply and voltage drops.
MORELO, more than just standard.
Dometic. Mobile living made easy.
OUR ADVICE
Use the air conditioning as a duo to create two
separate climates in the bedroom and living area.

LUXURY CAB SEATS
A MORELO lets you stay relaxed, even during
long journeys, thanks to elegant built-in seats.

Belt integrated
Extensive adjustment options

www.dometic.com

Adjustable armrests

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

ROOFTOP AIR CONDITIONING

INTERIOR

PULL-OUT TABLE
This table can be enlarged and extended
lengthwise or crosswise in seconds for
maximum flexibility in your living room.

LEVEL LIVING ROOM FLOOR

PANORAMA SKYLIGHT

All one level, from the bedroom all the way to the

The panorama skylight provides fresh air and plenty

cockpit. We don't want anyone tripping.

of natural light while still being a picture of elegance.

High-quality PVC flooring

Blackout and roller insect screen

Genuine parquet look

Optionally for the bedroom

No steps

Stylish design

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

EXPERT ADVICE

W ELCOME TO
THE WAR M

GLASS CABINET
For luck, it does not need shards.
We have designed a glass cabinet which
ensures that champagne flutes and wine
glasses remain quiet during the ride and
ALDE FLOW
Alde Flow is a separate hot water tank that you can
connect to the water-glycol circuit of the heating
system. The hot water tank preheats the fresh
water before it gets into the actual hot water tank
of the boiler.
Alde Flow, along with the Alde Compact 3020HE
(valid as of 2016 model), with Boost mode activated
and a flow rate of 3.5 l / min (capacity of a normal
shower tap), will provide continuous 40 ° C
shower water as long as the fresh water supply is
sufficient.

HOT WATER TO HEAT THE FLOOR
Maximum efficiency thanks to the hot water lines
carefully integrated into the floor insulation.

Adjustable heat output
Extremely even heat distribution

www.alde.co.uk

First-class convenience and maximum comfort

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

exactly where they belong.

INTERIOR

BAR SEATING GROUP
Up to five seats with safety belts, a
premium glass wall unit and plenty of
legroom allow you to relax with friends
and family.

SELF-SUPPORTING TABLE WITH PULL-OUT

INTEGRATED DRAWERS

We opted to exclude table legs and provide you

Thanks to the drawers integrated into the lounge

with a pull-out table so you have maximum space

bench, you can use the storage space without having

and legroom.

to remove the upholstery.

Maximum legroom

Additional stowage space

More space thanks to a pull-out extension

Easy to use

Numerous designs

Optimal accessibility

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

EXPERT ADVICE

S IZ E
IN DETAIL

All TV sets in your MORELO are manufactured by
alphatronics, located in Nuremberg, Germany.
This means consistently high quality that meets
your expectations for a reliable mobile television.
The devices are equipped with power-saving
alphatronics wide-angle displays, integrated triple
tuner (DVB-S2, DVB-T2 (H.265), DVB-C with CI +
for receiving Pay TV), DVD player and Bluetooth 4.2
module.
OUR ADVICE
Simply put your favourite films on a USB stick
and bring them on holiday with you. You‘ll be
entertained throughout the trip, all thanks to
alphatronics.

REMOVABLE LEATHER STEERING WHEEL
It feels good, looks good and provides
maximum freedom of movement. (optional)

Elegant leather
Unbeatable anti-theft protection

www.alphatronics.de

Convenient swivel driver's seat

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

TELEVISIONS

INTERIOR

ERGONOMIC SEAT CUSHIONS

SPACIOUS OVERHEAD CABINETS

Two layers of cold foam with differing firmness

The overhead cabinets are placed a few millimetres away

levels ensure that you'll be able to sit in comfort

from the wall of the vehicle, providing perfect ventilation in

for years to come.

the back and ensuring an absolutely dry stowage area.

Multi-level design

Optimal air circulation

Ergonomic cold foam

Open shelves

High-quality seam work

Removable inserts

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

EXPERT ADVICE
LUXURY DOWN TO THE FINEST DETAIL
How does a motorhome become a MORELO?
With sophisticated features such as the shiny

HOME W HEREVER YO U ARE

chrome accents, the high-quality surfaces and
the excellent lighting.

When you buy a satellite system from ten Haaft,
you are buying more than just a reliable brand
product. You are also choosing our many years
of experience, excellent service, intelligent
technology and top quality!
Many service centres throughout Europe
ensure reliability and rapid assistance.
OUR ADVICE
Oyster ® is the user-friendly
satellite system that offers a wide variety
of programmes and top-class convenience.

SATELLITE TV SYSTEM
The optional satellite TV system with fully
automated alignment provides the best
entertainment even while you're on the road.
24 to 32" ultra-flat screen
Fully automated satellite dish alignment

www.ten-haaft.com

Large reception range

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

SATELLITE SYSTEM

HIGHLIGHTS / OPTIONS

SAFE
Do you want extra security for your valuables?
The electric safe with number code lock
integrates discretely into the wardrobe and is a
fixed, seamless part of the design.

VACUUM CLEANER

ROLLER BLIND SYSTEM

Thanks to an accordion hose, the high-performance

All windows are equipped with blackout blinds to

central vacuum cleaner (optional) offers outstanding

protect you from the sun and ensure that you can

versatility and provides long reach.

relax during evening free of mosquitoes.

Easily accessible maintenance door

Includes insect protection

Hose with 12 m reach

Adjustment to any position

High vacuuming power

High opacity

O U R F I R ST-CLASS PARTNER S

V B-A I RSUSPENSION
This air suspension specialist makes our motorhomes even safer and more convenient
thanks to improved roadholding and optimised stability.
Numerous additional functions turn quality into premium quality.
www.vbairsuspension.co.uk

I V ECO
We build on a stable foundation. The IVECO chassis ensures
absolute brand-name quality. Rugged, stable and durable—we and our partners
are so confident of this that we give you a two-year mobility guarantee.
www.iveco.com

T EN HA A FT
Outstanding satellite systems for a diverse range of programmes and top-class
convenience is yours thanks to Ten Haaft. Exceptional service, intelligent
technology and top quality on all channels for your entertainment.

DO METI C
A strong partner for many needs, Dometic provides the solutions. From the refrigerator
to the air-conditioning system in the living room to the skylight, this company outfits our
motorhomes with high-quality products.
www.dometic.com

FA HRZ EUG BAU M EIER
Fahrzeugbau Meier is our authority of choice in all things related to safety. Such as the
combination of the smart ActiveAir suspension and damping system and the newly developed front axle for the IVECO Daily that is 200 mm wider. A new level of driving safety.
www.fahrzeugbau-meier.de

A LDE
When it comes to heating, we can highly recommend Alde: Intelligent heating solutions
that create the best climate - quiet and invisible. This is not only convincing to us,
but also to our customers.
www.alde.co.uk

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

www.ten-haaft.com

TECHNOLOGY

ELECTRICAL CENTRE
The VDE-tested electrical centre ensures an
interference-free supply of power, just like
you have at home. All supply, measuring and
fuse protection points are clearly arranged in
one place—exactly like the equipment in your
home.

SAFETY SHUT-OFF
This increases the lifetime of the
batteries significantly. The safety
shut-off ensures that the batteries are
disconnected from the system before
damage results from a deep discharge.

CONTROL PANEL

PETROL GENERATOR

The control panel with touchscreen keeps you

The TEC 29 petrol generator from Dometic with

updated with the information about your MORELO

2.6 kW supplies 230 V reliably when there is no

you want to know.

mains supply available. (optional)

Easy to operate

Compact and lightweight design

Central control system

Efficient and quiet in operation

Stainless steel frame

Stable voltage for sensitive devices

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

EXPERT ADVICE

S TABILITY +
S ECURITY
VB-ACTIVEAIR
The VB-ActiveAir is the combination of a 4-channel
air suspension and an active cushioning system.
VB-FullAir 4C vs. VB-ActiveAir:
Reduction of side tilt: 40 %
Reduction of side wind sensitivity: 8 %
Reduction of braking distance: 15 %
Reduction of rolling resistance: 9,3 %

www.vbairsuspension.com

BATTERY COMPUTER
The available capacity of the on-board batteries
and the power consumption you always have in
view thanks to the battery computer.
In Combination with Charging / inverter combination
Display of the remaining capacity in percent
Amperage, voltage and remaining time

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

The VB-ActiveAir is the only system with ESC
approval from the vehicle manufacturer.

HIGHLIGHTS / OPTIONS

SOLAR SYSTEM
Let the sun work for you. At 130 watts
per module, you can take advantage of
this free energy to charge your vehicle
batteries.

GAS LOCKER

CHARGE BOOSTER

The GRP locker is fully insulated, waterproof and

Always the optimum charging power, even for short

provides stowage space for two gas bottles of

distances. Full utilisation of battery capacity even in

11 kilograms each.

extreme weather conditions.

Automatic toggle function

Full charge even at low speed

Full insulation from the living area

High charging power

Easy to clean

Charge with IUoU charging characteristic

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

EXPERT ADVICE
ELECTRICAL PACKAGES
Those looking to travel with complete selfsufficiency in their MORELO should take a
closer look at the energy package options.

BECO ME
INDEPENDEN T
HIGH-PERFORMANCE SOLAR MODULES FOR
YOUR MORELO
With the Black Line modules from Büttner
Elektronik, you have a reliable energy supplier on
your roof in every situation. The special feature of
these high-performance modules are the 72 cells
and the associated multicell technology. Compared
to conventional 36-cell modules, the Black Line
plays its cards even in difficult weather conditions
or in partial shade.

TECHNOLOGY

www.buettner-elektronik.de

POWER CENTER
A powerful energy cental ensures comfort on board.
Even sensitive household appliances can be
operated without any problems.
230 V always and everywhere
Battery charge up to 120A possible
Power shortage compensation

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TECHNOLOGY

SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY
Household pipes with a large
cross-section ensure a water flow
free of problems. For optimal
weight distribution, the tanks
are located in the middle of the
vehicle, protected from frost and
freezing by the heated false floor.

WATER TANKS

WASTE WATER OUTLETS

Innovative air-tight rectangular tanks, including

We install household-quality pipes and large outlets

supply lines and tank venting, are located at the

with ball valves so that you can get rid of waste water

strut mount, allowing for complete filling.

quickly and easily.

Easy filling

Quick emptying

Air-tight design helps prevent algae build-up

Prevents the release of odours

Expandable tank volume

Optionally with electric functionality

H I GH L I GH TS / OPTIONS

GAS TANK
Become even more independent:
depending on the vehicle type,
a gas tank with up to 150 liters

TECHNOLOGY

(= approx. 55 kg) is possible

THE SYMBIOSIS OF FUNCTION AND DESIGN
An outstanding motorhome is much more than the sum of its individual highlights. We give more consideration to
this interaction than any other manufacturer. This is because we build luxury motorhomes out of conviction but we
also enjoy driving them across Europe with the passion to visit every spot. For testing and for the pure joy of the ride.
Longest possible model lifecycles

Carefully selected suppliers

Load capacity suitable for real-world use

Decades of experience in theory and practice

Rugged design

Continuous refinement

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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IVECO DAILY

4-CHANNEL AIR SUSPENSION
Travelling on cloud nine thanks to the
air suspension (optional). No other
system offers this kind of heavenly
driving comfort while providing the
true reliability to handle different
load conditions.

VB-AIRSUSPENSION ACTIVEAIR

UNDERRIDE GUARDS

A smart suspension and damping system that

The underride guards (depending on model) prevent a car

adjusts to road conditions and the load in real

from sliding under the vehicle in the event of a rear-end

time. (optional)

collision, reducing the potential damage from the accident.

Approx. 40% less side tilt

Compliance with the latest standards

Approx. 15% shorter braking distance

Linked to the chassis frame

Approx. 8% less sensitivity to side wind

Reduced damage from accidents

I V E C O DA ILY

TELMA RETARDER
The wear-free optional eddy-current
retarder handles up to 90 percent of all
braking operations It effectively relieves
the strain on the main brakes and
minimises wear. Relaxed driving with

TECHNOLOGY

a solid feeling of additional safety.

+ 200 mm

WIDE AXLE
The optional wider front axle improves the driving characteristics and provides a dramatic flair to the look of
the vehicle. The wheels are offset further out, increasing driving stability even further and minimising side
tilt to make it even easier to turn and drive around bends.
200 mm wider front axle

Better roadholding

Larger track stability

Reduced side tilt

Dramatic look for the motorhome

Stabilised in side wind

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TE CH N O LO GY I N D ETA IL – HEATING / SU PPLY

1

3
2

HEATING ELEMENTS Heating elements in

2 HEATED FALSE FLOOR

front of the front windscreen protect against cold

Thanks to perfect insulation and ideal placement

getting in and efficiently prevent the glass from

of convectors, tanks and supply lines are positioned

fogging up.

to prevent freezing.

Acts like a curtain of heat

Water tanks protected from freezing

Optimised room climate

Prevention of condensation

Clear road visibility

Even heat distribution in the vehicle

TECHNOLOGY

4

3 LIVING ROOM HEATING ELEMENTS

4 HOT WATER CENTRAL HEATING

Throughout the living room, several heating ele-

A relaxing shower is no problem in a first-class

ments make efficient use of energy to ensure the

MORELO motorhome thanks to the high-perfor-

MORELO comfort climate you have come to expect.

mance hot water central heating system.

Perfect circulation

Gas-operated 5.8 kW heat output

Hand towel dryer (depending on model)

Electric heat output up to 3 kW

Sleeping space and garage adjustable separately

Integrated boiler

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TE CH N O LO GY IN D ETA IL – SPACIOU SNESS

3

2

1

ELEVATED CAB

2 STANDALONE INSTRUMENT PANEL

The high-strength steel design works with the

The standalone instrument panel is optimally

false floor to create a level living room floor with

adapted to the inner width of the motorhome and the

the cockpit fully integrated into the living area.

needs of the driver and passenger.

Perfect overview thanks to elevated driver position

Perfect driver seating position

Driver's seat above the impact area of a typical car

20 cm wider passage to the front

Underride guards in accordance with standards

Cosy ambiance

TECHNOLOGY

4

3 SPACIOUS LIVING ROOM

4 VOLUMINOUS STOWAGE SPACES

The living room windows with smooth exterior,

All MORELO motorhomes feature amazing stowage

interior roller blinds and specially built-in heating

space availability in the false floor and large scooter

elements provide a one-of-a-kind living room size.

or car garage.

Measurably more space than the competition

Underfloor stowage space height of 366 to 480 mm

Bathroom can be used by two people at once

Heated stowage spaces and rear garage

Tempered glass living room windows (opt.)

Garage for cars from the Smart to Mini Cooper

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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TE CH N O LO GY I N DETAIL – LIVING SPACE D ESIGN

1

2

3

1 VARIABLE LIVING ROOMS

2 A KITCHEN FIT FOR A HEAD CHEF

MORELO first-class motorhomes feature spa-

Exceptionally high-quality, durable materials,

cious living environments as well as comfortable,

real-world suitability and attention to every detail

ergonomically designed cushions.

define every MORELO kitchen.

Lounge seating group or bar version

Extra deep kitchen cupboards and drawers

Microfibre or leather upholstery

Kitchen worktop with double sink

Tested 3-point belt system for 4 or 5 seats

High-quality built-in appliances

TECHNOLOGY

4

3 WELL-BEING WHILE TRAVELLING

4 SLEEP FIT FOR ROYALTY

A generously dimensioned bathroom, ample wa-

Cosy beds, outstanding sprung base with ventilation

ter supply and toilet with built-in tank combine to

and perfectly matched multi-zone comfort mattress-

provide the bathroom comfort.

es let you sleep like at home.

Large water tanks

5-zone comfort cold foam mattresses

Toilet with built-in tank or cassette toilet

Spot-elastic comfort springs

Home-quality shower

Optional TV in bedroom

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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» We chose a
88 LB «
MORELO PALACE

» W I T H O U R M O RE LO
TH R O U G HOU T EU RO PE «
We made our biggest wish come true, and retirement would not have been better for us. Finally time to travel,
finally our own dream motorhome: a MORELO PALACE. From inside and out, we were thrilled from the very
first moment and were really looking forward to the first trip!
Four years have passed since then, during which we have traveled through many parts of Europe, and our
MORELO has been faced with many challenges - all of which it has mastered excellently. From snow and ice,
to storms with wind force 12, as well as extreme heat up to steep mountain excursions. It has always brought
us safely and comfortably to our destination. On our travels, we always make new friends - with like-minded
motorhome enthusiasts as well as with inhabitants of the animal world. One morning, even a swan mother
knocked on the door with her nine chicks ... a first-class encounter that we owe to our MORELO alone!
We like to be in nature. We love the sea, like walking or cycling through the beautiful nature. Thanks to our
MORELO PALACE we can spontaneously go anywhere and have to do without anything on the spot. And in the
evening, it's best to enjoy the unique "WELCOME HOME" feeling after a long tour!

Gudrun & Reinhard Bielefeld from Seevetal, Germany

MORELO
Vehicle: MORELO PALACE 88 LB Classic
Chassis: IVECO Daily 65 C 17
Date of purchase: August 2013 at the Carvan Salon Düsseldorf
Distance travelled: more than 60,000 km
Favourite destinations: Europe and the coastline
Equipment: nearly full equipment

atdr, euregiocontent @ shutterstock

Always along for the ride: Bicycles, barbecue and hospitality
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M O D E L OV ERVIEW MORELO PALACE

PALACE 80 H

PALACE 83 HB

PALACE 81 F

PALACE 84 FB

PALACE 85 L

PALACE 88 LB

PALACE 90 LS

PALACE 93 LSB

PALACE 90 M

PALACE 93 MB

PALACE 90 G

M O D E L OV E RV IEW MORELO PALACE LINER

PALACE LINER 88 LB

PALACE LINER 90 LS

PALACE LINER 93 LSB

PALACE LINER 90 M

PALACE LINER 93 MB

PALACE LINER 90 G

PALACE LINER 95 GB

PALACE LINER 99 GSB

PALACE LINER 103 GSB

PALACE

PALACE LINER 85 L

PALACE LINER 108 GSB

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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MO R E LO PALACE LAYOU T VA RIANTS

BEDROOM
Four bed variants are available for the bedroom equipment.
Cold foam mattresses with spot-elastic sprung base offer optimal head support
and provide an optimal sleeping environment thanks to the integrated air channels.

Queen bed (M)

Front-to-back bed (L)

The queen bed is accessible from both sides and

The front-to-back bed maximises your available

provides enough room for

space and is available as a double bed or two

two additional wardrobes.

separate beds.

Convenient size: 160 x 200 cm

Premium size: Two times 106 x 200 cm

French bed (F)

Rear transverse bed (H)

Ideal for everyone who wants to be close to

The rear transverse bed uses the entire

their partner at night and delights in having an

width of the vehicle, meaning the bedroom

additional wardrobe.

takes up less length.

French-style bed dimension 158 x 195 cm

Efficient size: 150 x 210 cm

MO R E LO PA L ACE EQUIPMENT VA RIANTS

KITCHEN COUNTERTOPS
The Morelosan kitchen countertop with seamlessly integrated sink and drying basin is functional
and very easy to clean thanks to the smooth form free of joints or edges. High-quality solid surface

PALACE

countertops are available as special equipment.

Morelosan Salt

NE W

Morelosan Zimt

Solid surface Creme

Solid surface Muskat

Solid surface Pepper

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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MO R E LO PA L ACE EQUIPMENT VA RIANTS

INTERIOR SURFACES
Light or dark? Respectively » Life « or » Trend «? You have the choice
between two furniture wood colors. Combine the noble high-gloss furniture flaps
with warm rosewood or - now brand new - with modern aralia.

NE W

Furniture wood colour Trend

Furniture wood colour Life

Wall lining Synthetic leather

Wall covering Standard

MO R E LO PA L ACE EQUIPMENT VA RIANTS

VELOURS OR SISAL LIVING ROOM FLOORS AND FLOOR COVERINGS
The surface of the floor coverings are easy to clean while remaining
exceedingly durable and long-lasting. The optional carpet variants in sisal and velours quality
give a pleasant atmosphere to the living space

PALACE

NE W

Living room floor Cappuccino (Series Trend)

Living room floor Chocolate (Series Life)

Carpet Velours Grey-brown

Carpet Velours Chocolate

Carpet Velours Beige

Carpet Sisal Sierra

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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MO R E LO PA L ACE EQUIPMENT VA RIANTS

CUSHIONS: MICROFIBRE
Ergonomically shaped cushions with diol padding offer outstanding sitting comfort.
The Teflon-coated microfibre surface repels dirt and is extremely durable.
Zippers let you change the coverings for thorough cleaning.

Denver 101 Cream

Denver 105 Creme beige

Denver 169 Coffee

Denver 146 Caramel

CUSHIONS: LEATHER/FABRIC COMBINATION
Combining leather and fabric joins two contrasting types of materials to form one modern surface look.
The surfaces of the seat and backrest are covered in fabric with cushion skirts of leather. The effect can be
emphasised by selecting corresponding colours.

MO R E LO PA L ACE EQUIPMENT VA RIANTS

CUSHION: LEATHER
For the optional leather equipment, MORELO uses soft yet strong cowhide
with an elegant surface structure. The surface repels dirt and can be easily cleaned

PALACE

with a moist towel as needed.

Malibu 3819 Cream

Nairobi 2262 Café

Delhi 1434 Stone

Monaco 3688 Savannah

Dallas Creme beige 3753

BiColor Nairobi 2262 Café/Dallas 3753 Creme beige

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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MO R E LO PA L ACE EQUIPMENT VA RIANTS

TABLE IN THE LIVING ROOM
The living room table is available in five different finishes.
Lacquered real-wood frames and durable, scratch-resistant
laminated surfaces offer maximum quality.

Tabletop Sand

NE W

Tabletop Lava

Tabletop Stone

NE W

Tabletop Quarz, table edge Trend

Tabletop Granit, table edge Life

MO R E LO PA L ACE EQUIPMENT VA RIANTS

SELECTED DRAPERY MATERIALS
Your MORELO is customised as you wish.
Of course, this also includes picking

PALACE

your favourites from among the material patterns.

Individuality is emphasised in a MORELO.

NE W

Pattern 200

Pattern 230

NE W

Pattern 330

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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Pattern 340

Pattern 700
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» We chose a
90 L «
MORELO EMPIRE

»  SH ARED JOY
I S DO U BLE J OY «
MORELO brings us closer together. It is said that twins have a special connection and share everything with
each other. We are the best proof of that, because we even share a MORELO EMPIRE 90 L, although surely
everyone would like to have it for themselves.
As early as 1991, in consultation with our wives, we decided to buy a motorhome together because we were
never able to travel at the same time because of our joint company. Later we got to know the MORELO
managing directors Jochen Reimann and Reinhard Löhner and finally found the perfect motorhome with them:
a MORELO PALACE - at that time our fifth motorhome. With the EMPIRE we already own our third MORELO.
We were astonished when we saw the modern and noble design for the first time! And then finally:
on March 23, 2018 we proudly - and of course together - picked it up in Schlüsselfeld.
Our annual highlight is the visit to the MORELO OPEN! Because during these days we are finally in a twosome
or foursome, on the road and spend a great time together at MORELO in Schlüsselfeld. Here, just like in our
MORELO EMPIRE, you always feel like "WELCOME HOME".

Karin & Karl-Werner Strack and Roswitha & Otto-Günther Strack from Singhofen, Germany

MORELO
Vehicle: MORELO EMPIRE 90 L
Chassis: IVECO Daily 70 C 21
Date of purchase: August 2017 at the Carvan Salon Düsseldorf
Distance travelled: more than 4,000 km
Favourite destinations: The sea, preferably Sylt or Borkum
Equipment: nearly full equipment

leoks @ shutterstock

Always along for the ride: Barbecue equipment, e-bikes
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MO R E LO E M PIR E LAYOU T VA RIANTS

YOU HAVE THE CHOICE
The EMPIRE makes it easy for you to bring your idea of the perfect motorhome to life with its three variable
basic layouts and virtually limitless ways to combine
equipment variants.

WITH FRONT-TO-BACK BEDS (L LAYOUTS)
Front-to-back beds in the rear allow convenient access from the foot of the bed, separately for each bed.
The top parts can be adjusted independently.

WITH FRONT-TO-BACK BEDS AND WARDROBES IN THE BEDROOM (LS LAYOUTS)
Just as much sleeping comfort as the L layouts with some extra stowage space. In these layouts,
the bedroom has room for two spacious closets in front of the beds.

WITH QUEEN-SIZE BED (M AND G LAYOUTS)
The layout with a free-standing queen-size bed and wardrobes to the left and right next to the bed offers
convenient access from all sides as well as additional stowage space.

M O R E LO E M PI R E LIVING SPACES D ESIGN PEA RL

EMPIRE

M O R E LO E MPI R E L I V I N G SPACES D ESIGN SILVER STONE

Images and descriptions may contain options that are subject to surcharge.
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MORELO OPEN

W ELCO ME
H OM E
Our first-class high spirits programme. Every year for
Ascension Day in late spring, MORELO invites visitors to
Schlüsselfeld in Upper Franconia to spend four beautiful days
with the company in a family atmosphere for an event
covering everything related to motorhomes. Naturally,
celebrating is also part of these family gatherings.
We expressly invite motorhome owners from every brand to
attend the MORELO OPEN. WELCOME HOME to MORELO
MORELO OPEN 2018: Thursday, 30.05. to Sunday, 02.06.

MORELO

WELCOME HOME

M O RELO CHA MPIONS

TRUE CHAMPIONS TRUST
MORELO

MARCO WITTM A NN
DTM winner in 2014 and 2016

The DTM is the premier European touring car racing series and without
a doubt one of the most challenging in the world. The young man from
Fürth, Germany has already taken home the trophy twice before,
in 2014 and 2016. On the racetrack, he relies on a BMW M4;
off the track he drives his MORELO PALACE 93 MS.
MORELO owner since 2011

S T EVEN F ÜRSCH
Multi-time class champion of the VLN Endurance Racing Championship

He knows his way around the green hell of the Nürburgring north loop. At
the VLN Nürburgring Endurance Racing Championship, Steven Fürsch has
earned several class victories. The man from Waizenbach has also achieved
top placements in 24-hour races, including in Dubai. In addition to being at
home on the racetrack, he also calls his MORELO PALACE 88 LB home.
MORELO owner since 2013

MAXIMILIAN G ÖT Z
Three title wins at BMW and Mercedes

There are many ways to the top. With a victory at the 24 h of Spa and titles at
in Formula BMW, the Blancpain Sprint series and the ADAC GT Masters, the
affable young man from Uffenheim, Germany has already taken first place
on the victory podium three times in various racing series. In his private life,
Götz relaxes in a luxurious MORELO LOFT PREMIUM 84.
MORELO owner since 2014

ELKE PHILIPP
German Champion 2013 - 2018 / World Cup 2014: Bronze in freestyle
European Championship 2017: silver and bronze medal in singles
Paralympics Rio de Janeiro 2016: Silver with the team

The diagnosis was a shock: Severe meningitis and cerebelitis. But the
resulting physical impairment awakened a true fighting spirit. Today,
Elke Philipp is one of the most successful riders with a disability and the
proud owner of a MORELO PALACE 90 G.
MORELO owner since 2011
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